Abstract. Distributed hash tables are designed to provide reliable distributed data management, but present challenges for networks in which nodes have varying characteristics such as battery or computing power. Assuming that nodes are aware of their resource availability and relative network positions, this paper presents a novel distributed hash table protocol which uses nodes' resource levels to remove load from weak nodes, whose overuse may cause delays or failure, while using nodes' positions to reduce cross-network traffic, which may cause unwanted network load and delays. This protocol provides nodes with links that are physically near with high resource availability, and simultaneously provides scalability and an O(log(N )) routing complexity with N network nodes. Theoretical analysis and simulated evaluation show significant decreases in the routing and maintenance overhead for weak nodes, the physical distances that lookups traverse, and unwanted node failures, as well as an increase node lifetime.
Introduction
Distributed hash tables (DHTs) have received much attention over the past decade as an efficient, reliable approach to store large amounts of data in a distributed fashion. Well established DHTs such as the Content Addressable Network (CAN) [18] and Chord [21] were designed to route efficiently on homogeneous networks without location information. Since DHTs do not inherently differentiate between nodes' characteristics (for example, group associations or robustness), building a DHT on a heterogeneous network comes with many challenges. Moreover, DHTs typically route messages along nodes independent of their locations (causing unnecessary lookup delays and cross-network traffic) and must be specially designed to use location awareness. This paper considers systems on which DHTs benefit from both heterogeneous node treatment and location awareness.
Take for example a cloud environment, in which nodes have varying computing power and network connections: Nodes with high computing power should obtain more load than nodes with low computing power while routing hops should follow low-latency links in order to reduce cross-rack traffic and shorten lookup times. Or consider a second example in which widespread wireless nodes run on battery power (e.g. smart phones which are recharged at regular intervals) and maintain a DHT using an intact infrastructure: Nodes with high power availability can handle more load than nodes with very limited power availability while latencies between nodes vary greatly depending on nodes' up and down links. While in both scenarios all nodes may cooperatively share the storage load, reducing the maintenance and routing load on weaker nodes would improve the networks' performance. Moreover, in the second case, minimizing low power nodes' maintenance and routing load can help to lengthen nodes' lifetimes between recharging. A homogeneous use of the nodes would ultimately result in shorter battery lifetimes and thus higher failure rates of low power nodes, thus effecting both the network's robustness and overall storage capacity. In this paper, we use this example of nodes with varying power availability as our point of reference. However, heterogeneous networks of nodes with varying bandwidth, time-to-live, computing power, or other suitable measures can be treated analogously, and therefore, our considerations are formulated in the general terms of network nodes' "resource availability."
The three main approaches to addressing heterogeneous node capabilities have been the use of hierarchical DHT structures, virtual nodes, or node movements within the identifier space, aiming to balance either communication or storage overhead. However, these approaches are difficult to adapt to our scenario. Firstly, the structural approaches which are capable of reducing the communication overhead of low resource nodes incorporate only two resource levels: "have" or "have not"(for example [1, 10, 25] ). Secondly, the virtual nodes and node movement approaches, which allocate varying quantities of data to each physical node, actually introduce more maintenance overhead and churn into the network. Neither is ideal for a network in which nodes have varying access to resources such as energy or computing power, since they assume that higher resource availability infers larger storage capacity. However, considering that the main communication load in a DHT is accrued from maintenance, it is not nodes' storage capacities that need to be treated heterogeneously but rather the maintenance overhead required of the nodes. This paper presents a novel resource aware and location aware DHT which reduces low resource nodes' load through routing and network maintenance while providing nodes with links which are physically near. We use two different failure models for testing: one which assumes that a node's failure depends on its resource availability and the number of messages it sends and receives (e.g. battery-power as nodes' resource), and a second which assumes that a node's resource availability is correlated with its failure probability (e.g. node lifetime as nodes' resource). We take a primarily structural, or link-based, approach to this problem, essentially transferring a large portion of maintenance and routing responsibilities to high resource nodes.
Our DHT is based on coordinates similar to and inspired by those used by Vivaldi [5] and structured similar to DHash++ [6] , yet, it has significantly different behavior with regard to resources. In contrast to other flat DHTs, we choose links within finger intervals which have suitable combinations of high resource level and low distance (see Figure 1 ) and adjust the maintenance frequency of each link depending on its resource level. This paper's main contributions are: -A novel flat DHT which incorporates both location and resource awareness; -analytical observations of its routing complexity, links' resource levels and distances, link failure probabilities, and maintenance overhead; and -simulated comparisons of node lifetime and message failures to resource naive and location aware DHTs with two failure models.
This paper includes an examination of related work in Section 2; discussion of foundational network conditions and assumptions in Section 3; a description of our novel DHT in Section 4; a brief discussion of analytical results in Section 5; and a comparison of the behavior of our DHT with existing DHTs using simulation in Section 6.
Related Work
Well established distributed hash tables such as CAN (Content Addressable Network) [18] , Chord [21] , and Kademlia [17] were designed to route efficiently without location information. Proximity-awareness has begun to permeate areas related to DHTs, including caching and replication protocols and hybrid overlays [7, 16] , as well as DHTs' original designs. Location awareness is integrated into DHTs using a combination of proximity-aware identifier selection (PIS, such as Mithos [22] and SAT-Match [19] ), proximity-aware neighbor selection (PNS, such as DHash++ [6] ), and proximity-aware route selection (PRS, such as Tapestry [24] ), and has generally been directed at reducing overall traffic or average round trip times [12] . Now recall that the three main approaches to balancing load in heterogeneous DHTs are the use of hierarchical DHT structures, virtual nodes, and node movements within the identifier space. Within hierarchical DHTs, nodes are often grouped by some defining characteristic such as group associations (e.g. departments within a university) or peer capabilities ("have" or "have not"). Systems with group structures such as Canon [9] , Hieras [23] , and Cyclone [2] use routing protocols which tend to route lookups as far as possible within one group before forwarding them on to a different group. While resource availability levels could be used to define groups, current approaches pose several problems: lookup routing would have to start in the (sparse) highest layers in order to relieve weaker nodes from routing responsibilities, thus compromising scalability; low level nodes would primarily maintain links within their group, i.e. to low level nodes, increasing their necessary link maintenance; and location awareness could only be provided within single groups, i.e. resource levels. On the other hand, in hierarchical DHTs based on two-tiered peer capabilities (such as [1, 10, 25] ) where nodes assume the roles of super-peer or leaf-peer, lookups are routed directly from leaf nodes to parent nodes. The parent (or super) nodes are fully responsible for performing lookup routing, completely neglecting the varying nuances of nodes' resource availabilities.
In contrast, with virtual nodes, each physical network node balances its load independently by hosting a varying number of virtual overlay nodes, each with its own set of keys and links [11, 15] . And similar to virtual nodes, node movements within the identifier space achieve load balance by adjusting the data that each node stores [3, 8] . Nodes with low load choose new nodeIDs that are close to nodes with high load, thus taking over some of their load.
Consider now, for example, a Chord implementation run on servers and smartphones alike: servers have unlimited energy availability and large storage capacities while smart-phones have very limited energy and storage capacities. Since nodes' delays may vary greatly depending on their connectivity, fingers should clearly be chosen across low latency links (i.e. to "near" nodes). While virtual nodes or node movements could help to suitably distribute data, both would fail to relieve weaker nodes with dwindling energy of costly maintenance and routing responsibilities. On the other hand, the integration of a super-peer structure with "have" or "have not" nodes would invariably over-use or under-use the resources of the energy restricted devices. Subsequent node failures would then lead to a drop in the overall network capacity and thus compromise the network's scalability.
Network Assumptions
We assume that each node x has sufficiently correct two dimensional virtual (i.e. not necessarily geographical) network coordinates (x 1 , x 2 ), such as used in Vivaldi [5] for determining latencies. The physical distance between two nodes x and y is d phy (x, y) := (x 1 − y 1 ) 2 + (x 2 + y 2 ) 2 . Before proceeding, we establish a definition for nodes' resource availability levels and discuss what failure scenarios and underlying DHT properties this work is based on.
Resource Availability
Recall that we base this work's resource awareness on nodes with varying battery strength, from cell phones with very limited power to servers with an inexhaustible power source. While we model our analysis and simulations after nodes with varying power availability, the proposed protocol need not be restricted to this use case. It requires only that each node x has a resource availability that can be expressed as an integer value x R ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max } for some fixed maximum level l max . We assume that x R = 0 is the lowest possible resource level (but still operational) while x R = l max implies unbounded resources. Note that resource levels must be globally defined so that a given resource level on differing node types is comparable, i.e. nodes with identical resource levels have comparable available resources. If we consider power availability with l max = 3, that could mean that a handheld operating on battery power may have resource level two when fully charged, but a cell phone with a weaker battery may only reach a resource level one when fully charged.
We use a Zipf distribution for nodes' resource levels, reflecting trends for node lifetime found in peer-to-peer networks, where node lifetime tends to follow a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution [4, 20] (the continuous counterpart of the Zipf distribution). The probability that a random node has resource level ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max } depends on the power m of the Zipf-distribution:
(1)
Node Failure
In analysis and simulation, we approach node failure from two different perspectives: On the one hand, we assume that nodes with higher resource levels have lower failure probability (based on nodes with varying time-to-live); on the other hand, we assume that failure is caused by node activities which drain a node's resources until the node fails (based on nodes with varying power availability).
For the later analysis of the first case, we need a node's conditional failure probability distribution P (F x |x R = ), given the event x R = . For our observations, we again choose a Zipf-distribution and assume that this conditional probability is proportional to P (R = ), i.e. P (F x |x R = ) = α · P (R = ). Assuming that there are γ simultaneous node failures, we thus have the constraint:
Thus, we use P (
DHT Foundation
We chose to build our DHT on Chord [21] mainly because Chord is the basis of the location aware DHash++ and has a rather simplistic structure. Our protocol is, in essence, an extension and could be adapted for many other DHTs. Analogous to Chord, we use consistent hashing [14] to distribute keys to nodes. Each node x chooses a random (or hashed) nodeID x ID from the binary key space 0 . . . 2 m − 1, which is viewed as a ring with key values increasing in a clockwise direction. Each node positions itself at its nodeID on the key ring and establishes links to its immediate predecessor and successor as well as a successor list with its r nearest successors, making repairs possible after unexpected node failures. Each key κ is assigned to the first node whose nodeID is equal to or succeeds κ on the key ring. The asymmetric key distance from a node x (or key) to a node y (or key) via their nodeIDs is: Definition 1 (Key Distance.). The key distance from x to y is the clockwise distance on the key ring from x ID to y ID :
Resource and Location Aware DHT
Our novel DHT, which we call RBFM for resource based finger management, uses a flat approach to integrate resource awareness into nodes' links, as opposed to the more typically hierarchical approach. We recall from Section 2 that the typical flat approaches of virtual nodes and node relocation actually introduce additional maintenance overhead. We assume that lower resource nodes have an integral role in storing data and propose a system design which distributes data evenly on all nodes while addressing the maintenance and routing responsibilities of heterogeneous nodes. Heterogeneous data distribution and the for DHTs necessary replication are not included in the scope of this paper (see Section 7). Based on Chord, each node in RBFM chooses its links based on other nodes' key distances, physical distances, and resource levels -choosing for each finger interval a link with a balance of low physical distance and high resource level.
Links. Similar to DHash++ [6] and borrowing the terminology from Chord [21] , each node x with nodeID x ID chooses one link -or finger -
.node. But while DHash++ chooses the node with the smallest physical distance to x in each finger interval, we chose a node based on both its physical distance and resource level, or its resource distance. This resource distance is inspired by Vivaldi's [5] distance metric for network coordinates which uses an additional height dimension to distance a node from the entire network. Similarly, we use a node's resource level to distance it from the entire network, ensuring that the lower a node's resource level is, the further it will be distanced from every other node. First, we define each node x's resource height x h via a resource height function h : {0, 1, . . . , l max } → IR + for some stretch constant c > 0:
Definition 2 (Resource Distance). The resource distance between nodes x and y with coordinates (x 1 , x 2 ), (y 1 , y 2 ), resource levels x R , y R ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max }, and resource heights x h = h(x R ) and y h = h(y R ) is:
In order to gain information about other nodes' resource distances, coordinates and resource levels are piggybacked on network messages. Each node x maintains a prospective links list which contains a list of the k best known nodes in terms of resource distance for each finger interval B Figure 1) ; otherwise, the owner (i.e. successor) of key x ID + 2 i−1 is contacted as in Chord (see Algorithm 2) . An entry from the prospective links list is deleted as soon as it is used for a finger request, ensuring that prospective links are upto-date and alive. The prospective links list entries are also continually updated with fresh node information, so the network automatically adapts to changes in node resource levels or coordinates. Note that if there is a finger interval that contains no node, then multiple fingers will point to the same node, as in Chord. On the other hand, if there is at least one node in a finger interval B x,i , then x.f [i] will point to a node in B x,i .
As we will show, the larger i is (i.e. the larger the finger interval), the higher we can expect x.f [i]'s resource level to be. This means that high resource level nodes tend to have more incoming fingers than low resource level node s.
Algorithm 2.
Since fingers are not deterministically defined in this approach, allowing fingers to be spaced more irregularly, the expected (and worst case) number of hops necessary to locate a key is higher than in Chord. However, this increase can be expressed as a constant factor, leaving us with the same O(log N ) complexity as in Chord. In fact, simulation results show that the difference in routing lengths is in fact negligible. Note that we use the term with high probability to express a probability ≥ 1 − 1/N . Proof. Assume that a node x is to forward a message to the node y responsible for key κ, and let p be κ's immediate predecessor node. We consider how many hops are necessary to reach p. Let We see that the key distance d key (x,p) ≤ 2 i − 1 is reduced by a factor of at least 2 i /2 i−2 = 1/4 for each forwarding. Thus, we are within one key of p after at most log(3/4) · m steps:
Furthermore, after log(3/4) · log N steps we are within 2 m /N keys of p, andconsidering the consistent hashing used to generate nodeIDs and assuming that nodes are uniformly distributed in the keyspace -with high probability there are no more than O(log N ) nodes this keyspace. So p, and with it y, are reached in at most O(log N ) hops.
Node Joins and
Node failure is handled as in Chord and extended to remove a prospective link once a node notices that it has failed. While replication is necessary to ensure data availability for ungraceful node failures, this is not included in the scope of this paper.
Updating Links. Given a dynamic network with frequent node joins, failures, movements, and changing resource levels, links must be updated on a regular basis to uphold the network's routing characteristics. Links to nodes which have failed or no longer have the minimum resource distance in a finger interval must be reassigned; links to newly joined nodes must be established. Note that a node's outgoing fingers do not change when its resource level changes, but its incoming links most likely will since its new resource level will eventually be updated in other nodes' prospective links lists. Since we correlate a node's resource availability with its robustness, we choose the frequency with which a finger f is updated depending on f.node's resource level: Fingers to high resource level nodes require updates less often, since high resource nodes are less dynamic. This reduces the maintenance load for both lower resource nodes, which initiate link maintenance, and high resource nodes, which respond to the link maintenance.
We perform link maintenance on a finger f after a time interval which depends on a reference interval t ref and the resource level f.node R . One possible finger maintenance interval g : {0, 1, . . . , l max } → IR + in dependency of a resource level is, for example g(
2 . By this function, a finger with resource level 0 would be updated after the interval time ref and a finger with resource level 3 would be updated after the interval 16time ref . By adjusting the function g( ), the developer has a direct possibility to tune the network's degree of robustness and maintenance overhead. While routing robustness and maintenance overhead usually imply a direct trade off, the observation of nodes' resource availability softens this trade off by decreasing the maintenance overhead of specific, not all, links. However, this is only the case when a node's failure or reliability is reflected by its resource level.
Analysis
We provide measures that indicate that nodes' fingers in RBFM are robuster and show how weak nodes' maintenance load in RBFM is significantly smaller when compared to the resource naive, location naive Chord and the resource naive, location aware DHash++. Since we do not consider replication protocols, we are not interested in data loss. We expect RBFM to use lower level nodes less for routing, which balances load according to nodes' available resources; to decrease lookups' physical distance traveled compared to Chord (but not DHash++), which decreases cross-network load; to reduce link failure, which improves routing performance; and reduce maintenance overhead, which especially benefits low resource nodes. Dependencies between neighboring nodes' fingers make a global statistical analysis impractical, so we asses these criteria on a finger basis by comparing the resource level, physical distance, failure probability, and generated maintenance messages of nodes' individual fingers. While the former evaluations provide a mere anticipation for the system's expected behavior and require much interpretation, the evaluation of maintenance messages provides a clearer view of the systems' changed load.
Note that for our analytical observations, we assume that nodeIDs are uniformly distributed. In reality, nodeIDs are often a deterministic SHA-1 hash of node's IP addresses, but unless the SHA-1 function is tampered with (which is considered hard to do) it distributes nodes nearly uniformly in the key space.
Expected Resource Level and Distance of Fingers
We start with the physical distance traveled and lookups' used resource levels by determining the probability distributions of the physical distance and resource level of a random node x's i th finger. Since x.f [i] is looked for in a finger interval of size 2 i−1 , the larger i is, the more nodes x has to choose x.f [i].node from. Since x chooses the node to which it has the smallest resource distance, this node tends to be physically closer with higher resource availability as i increases. In fact, our analysis confirms that long key distance fingers tend to be physically close nodes with high resource levels (see Figure 2) .
We derive these probability distributions for a node x's i th finger using the probability distribution P (x R = ) = p for the resource levels from (1) and some distribution of nodes with respect to x in the coordinate space. This distribution is expressed as the probability that a random node will have a given physical distance to x. The following theorem gives us the probability distributions for the physical distance to and resource level of a finger chosen by x from a given number of nodes k. {0, 1, . . . , l max }. Let y ∈ S be a node with the minimum resource distance to x in S, f D (t) be the probability density function (pdf ) over all nodes' physical distances, and F D (t) its cumulative distribution function. Then the probability that y has resource level ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max } is
Theorem 2. Given is a node x and a set S of k nodes with resource levels in
, (4) and the pdf for y's physical distance t ≥ 0 is
A proof is omitted due to space constraints, but we provide a rough sketch by explaining the terms in (4) While node x's i+1 st finger interval contains 2 i keys, it only contains an expected k = N 2 m · 2 i nodes. Choosing the node with the minimum resource distance to x from these k nodes, (4) gives us the probability that x's i th finger has resource level ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l max } and (5) gives us the pdf of its physical distance to x. Note that it is not possible to make any statements about the fingers' resource levels or physical distances without some assumption about the nodes' distribution within the coordinate space. For this reason, we consider one specific and simple case, where nodes are uniformly distributed around x on a disk of radius r (this means that we observe only the disk's center node):
To simplify (4) and (5) for this distance distribution, we use a concrete instance of the height function h(x R ) from (3) with c := r/l maxc , which determines the resource height as a fraction of the network's physical radius r/c multiplied by (l max − x R )/l max . Then using (4), we obtain a probability distribution which is independent of r
else. The expected values of these probabilities are depicted in Figure 2 for l max = 3, specific values of k (2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , 2 10 ), and c = 1.5, as are the corresponding expected values for the physical distance to the node with minimum resource distance. Although we do not expect that x knows all of the nodes in each B x,i , the expected number of nodes per finger interval doubles per interval and we presume that each node knows a fair number of nodes per finger interval. A node's log(1/N ) + m th finger interval is the first in which a node is expected to be found, thus, each set of 2 i nodes in Figure 2 corresponds to a node's i + 1 + log(1/N ) + m th finger interval in a network of N nodes. Figure 2 shows us how stretch affects fingers' resource levels and physical distances, with low stretch (c = 8) favoring lower physical distances and high stretch (c = 1) favoring higher resource levels in an apparent trade off. For a middle stretch ofc = 2, a finger's expected resource level are doubled when there are 2 6 random nodes to choose from, while a mere 2 4 nodes are needed to reduce its expected physical distance by more than 1/2. Note that the expected physical distance of a finger in a location unaware Chord is constant and given for k = 1 = 2 0 , as is the expected resource level of both Chord and DHash++. Interpreting the results for the special case in Figure 2 , we expect that resource and location aware fingers cause a higher number of routing hops to be sent across high level, physically close nodes, resulting in less traffic on low level nodes and less cross-network traffic, and ultimately resulting in robuster lookups.
Failures
Recall that we assume two failure scenarios: nodes which fail according to a given probability distribution and nodes whose resources are depleted with when sending and receiving nodes until node fail. For the first case, we now consider the failure probability of a random node x's fingers given a fixed number of failures where the failure probabilities depend on nodes' resource levels. For the second case, we consider the expected number of maintenance messages for x's fingers per unit of time.
Random failures. Let
.node for simplicity and assume that there are
Using the conditional failure probabilities for the nodes from (2) and the resource probabilities for the fingers from (4), we have:
Again using the example distance distribution from Equation 6, Figure 3 shows an example scenario which demonstrates how the stretch affects fingers' failure probabilities. Note that for Chord and DHash++, this probability is constant for all fingers, resulting in fingers which are more likely to fail. Thus, we would The probability that a finger in a given interval fails is shown on the left for variable stretchc when half of the network nodes fail. The expected number of sent messages per finger per time unit for linear, quadratic, and cubic finger maintenance intervals is shown on the right, where the 19 th finger is the first in which a node is expected.
expect fewer finger failures for the proposed protocol and thus a lower number of lookup failures.
Resource depletion. Restricting ourselves to maintenance messages only, we can use the finger maintenance interval function g and (4) to find the expected number of maintenance messages for a finger f i per unit of time (see Figure 3 ):
.
By summing up these expected number of maintenance messages over all of a node's fingers, we obtain the expected number of maintenance messages sent by a node during one unit of time. Note that in Figure 3 , a constant finger maintenance interval g( ) = t ref (i.e. as in Chord) would send one message per unit of time. Similar estimations can also be found for incoming maintenance messages.
From Figure 3 we see that for nodes using quadratic finger maintenance intervals, each finger expectedly requires less than 40% of the maintenance messages necessary with a constant finger maintenance interval (and less than 15% for most fingers). Since maintenance overhead accounts for a large portion of the total network load, we expect that this reduced maintenance overhead would lead to a significant increase in the nodes' lifetimes.
Evaluation
We evaluated the benefits of RBFM's resource usage by focusing on the direct measures of node lifetimes and lookup failures as well as the indirect measures of the mean resource levels and physical distances used for routing and the total number of maintenance messages sent. The results support our assumption that better finger characteristics do indeed result in improvements in these global behaviors. We used the simulation environment OmNET++ with the overlay framework OverSim [13] , which provides implemented overlays such as Chord and Kademlia and uses a coordinate sets with over 200000 coordinates. We extended the functionality of Chord to integrate nodes' resource levels and coordinates, maintain a prospective links list, and use an alternative selection of fingers using the prospective links list. We tested our system in two high-failure scenarios with four resource levels, 10000 nodes with quadratically Zipf-distributed resource availability (μ = 2), nodes' network coordinates provided by the OverSim framework, and a network coordinate diameter of approximately 2000. In the first scenario, one-third of all nodes fail simultaneously according to a Zipf-distribution on their resource levels, as suggested in Section 3. The second scenario takes a simplistic approach to simulating dwindling battery power: nodes in the bottom three levels are assigned "resources" according to their resource levels -100 for level 0, 200 for level 1, and 400 for level 2 -which are then decremented for each sent and received message. Top level nodes do not lose resources, due to their inexhaustible resources. A node's resource level is thus decreased with node activity until it is depleted and the node fails. This scenario is meant to demonstrate the differences between node lifetimes and message loss of the various protocols. All scenarios used a t ref = 60 second reference interval between finger maintenance, and RBFM used both linear and quadratic finger maintenance functions, g(
2 . Stretch and the number of prospective fingers k were also varied.
A dummy application on each node generated a lookup to a random key every 60 seconds, which served to test the deliverability of messages to random nodes. For both scenarios, the differences between the protocols' average hop counts for these lookups were nearly negligible. The average hop count varied by at the most 5% with 6.5 to 6.8 hops, and the standard deviation of hops per lookup was, at its highest, 1.8.
Due to space limitations, we do not further discuss the results for the scenario in which one-third of all nodes simultaneously fail, but one result is noteworthy. Message failures were comparable at around 20 − 25% for Chord, DHash++, and RBFM with a linear finger maintenance interval for stretch c = 10, 90, but surprisingly poor (45 − 55%) for the quadratic finger maintenance function for c = 90. This indicates the importance of adequately frequent finger maintenance for all levels when large scale failures can be expected.
In the second scenario, each node reduced its resources by 0.05 for each sent and received message. New nodes were added once nodes had failed to ensure that there were a total of 10000 nodes with a quadratic Zipf-distribution of their resource levels. Thus, a total of between 34000 and 59000 nodes (depending on the protocol) were introduced to the network over the measurement period of 4000 seconds. All results are based on the means of three runs which yielded negligible variances. The most direct results for node robustness are the mean node lifetimes for various levels and the application lookup deliverability, as shown in Figure 4 .
Both results were slightly surprising, in that the resource-naive DHash++ performed significantly better with respect to resources than Chord although we expected both to behave similarly. This improvement can be rationalized by DHash++'s prospective links list. On the one hand, finger maintenance is often routed directly to an existing finger in the prospective links list, generating less maintenance overhead and thus less resource usage (as also seen in Figure 5 ). On the other hand, nodes with higher resource levels also have longer lifetimes, making then more well known to other nodes by their continually backpacked information. Since this information can propagate longer, these higher level nodes will invariably take up a larger portion of the prospective fingers lists and thus other nodes' fingers, giving it an indirect resource-awareness which improves lookup deliverability.
The remaining results reflect our analysis, with lower lookup failure and higher node lifetimes for RBFM configurations. Note that the comparative values for the lower resource levels are our primary interest, since the highest number of nodes belong to these volatile levels. As expected, the highest mean node lifetime is achieved by the RBFM configuration which sends the most infrequent of the tested maintenance messages: the quadratic finger maintenance interval. And contrary to the first failure scenario, this configuration is clearly adequate for this scenario's constant churn as it has the highest message delivery rate. Figure 4 indicates that the percentage of hops routed over lower levels is significantly reduced for RBFM, depending on the stretch. As expected from the analysis, a substantial portion of forwarding responsibilities have been transfered from lower level to higher level nodes using RBFM. Figure 5 further demonstrates the RBFM reduction in maintenance messages, with a decreasing tendency for increasing stretch (i.e. increasing resource-awareness integrated into the resource distance) and infrequent finger maintenance interval.
The mean resource level per hop and mean physical distance traveled of all application lookups are shown in Figure 5 . Note the increase in mean resource level of DHash++ compared to Chord, as mentioned above. While both measures appear to depend on the stretch, as opposed to the finger maintenance interval, RBFM with a linear finger maintenance interval and low stretch actually has a lower mean physical distance traveled than DHash++. This is surprising, since we consider resource awareness and location awareness to be trade offs, and provides motivation for further study. On the other hand, the increase in mean resource levels per hop in Figure 5 surpassed our expectations from the analysis. This increase is due to a combination of the higher resource fingers as in Figure 2 and the fact that higher fingers are used more frequently in routing.
Future Work
Using analytical examinations, we have shown that our proposed protocol builds more robust links and significantly reduces the maintenance and routing load on weak nodes. In addition to confirming these findings, simulation has shown that, depending on the scenario, our protocol offers better routing robustness while reducing the overall maintenance overhead and shifting the remaining overhead from weak to strong nodes. This furthermore increases the mean node lifetime in a battery-powered network scenario. RBFM provides an opportunity to allocate storage and query load to low resource nodes while preventing delays and protecting nodes from failure due to maintenance and routing load. The protocol developed here is essentially an extension of Chord and could be considered for other similar DHTs. Future work should consider data replication within this extension and the feasibility of developing a hierarchical DHT to obtain similar resource and location awareness.
